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ABSTRACT

Problem Statement: Student Issue Portal is all about solving issues of students.There are

many issues for student in every college.Students may not be able to solve their problem by

their own and support from the faculty or particular department people.Student needs to

consult particular people who will solve their issue.Here comes a major difficulty for

student.Firstly they need to know whom they need to approach and then when they will be

available and their cabin numbers etc.

Solution Found: To solve all these problems, we did this project using OsTicket a ticketing

system.Using this student issues can be raised as tickets and that tickets are assigned to

particular faculty.If student does not know to whom they need to assign their ticket, at that

time if they assign their issue ticket to wrong person then also that faculty can transfer it to

correct person.By this way student issues can be solved very easily.

Why OsTicket:We worked On Free and Open Source technologies like UVdesk,OSTicket,

Open Support and then we select OsTicket because of the features that it contain which are

suitable for this project.
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INTRODUCTION

Student Issue Portal is all about solving issues of students.There are many issues for student

in every college.Students may not be able to solve their problem by their own and support

from the faculty or particular department people.Student needs to consult particular people

who will solve their issue.Here comes a major difficulty for student.Firstly they need to know

whom they need to approach and then when they will be available and their cabin numbers

etc.

To solve all these problems, we did this project using OsTicket a ticketing system.Using this

student issues can be raised as tickets and that tickets are assigned to particular faculty.If

student does not know to whom they need to assign their ticket, at that time if they assign

their issue ticket to wrong person then also that faculty can transfer it to correct person.By

this way student issues can be solved very easily.

Ticketing System :

A ticketing framework is a client assistance apparatus that assists organizations with dealing

with their administration and bolster cases. The framework or application makes a "ticket"

which reports client solicitations and communications after some time, making it simpler for

client assistance reps to determine confused issues. Ticketing frameworks assist client with

overhauling groups organize their assignments, so they can make a progressively pleasant

client experience.

Working :

A ticketing framework works by first making a report, or "ticket," that records the

interactions on a support or administration case. The ticket is shared between both the rep and

the client and logs their correspondence to one constant string. On the off chance that there's

any disarray, or if a detail is neglected, the two gatherings can allude back to the string

anytime to survey past data working on this issue.

When the ticket is made, reps would then be able to chip away at the issue on their end. At the

point when they have refreshes or a goals, they can alarm the client through the ticket. On the

off chance that the client has any inquiries meanwhile, they also can utilize the pass to speak

with the client support rep. The ticketing framework at that point cautions the rep that there

has been a reaction signed on the ticket, and the rep can address it right away.
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OsTicket :

osTicket accompanies its very own electronic installer to help manage you through the

establishment procedure without the disappointment. While the installer gives bit by bit direct

during the establishment procedure, it's significant and supportive to have general information

about Web servers, PHP and MySQL.

Prerequisites :

osTicket installation required, your web server must have PHP 5.6 (or better) and MySQL 5.0 (or

better) installed. On the off chance that you are uncertain whether your server meets these

necessities,check with your host or website admin before continuing with the establishment.

You will require one MySQL database with legitimate client, secret phrase and hostname

convenient during establishment. MySQL client must have full privileges on the datsabase. In the

event that you are uncertain whether you have these subtleties or if the client has adequate consents,

it would be ideal if you counsel your host or database administrator before continuing.

Installation Processes :

https://code.swecha.org/KLUGLUG/student-issue-portal/blob/master/OSTICKET_INSTALLATION.odt

Post-Install Setup Guide :

Once osTicket has been installed you have to additionally arrange it by means of administrator

board before it is completely usable. Just staff with administrator's benefits can get to the

administrator board. It would be ideal if you utilize the username and secret phrase made during the

installation procedure.

https://code.swecha.org/KLUGLUG/student-issue-portal/blob/master/OSTICKET_INSTALLATION.odt
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CUSTOMIZATION

Post-Install Setup Guide :

Once osTicket has been installed you have to additionally arrange it by means of administrator

board before it is completely usable. Just staff with administrator's benefits can get to the

administrator board. It would be ideal if you utilize the username and secret phrase made during the

installation procedure.

Email Setup :

osTicket enables you to arrangement boundless number of email delivers to deal with all your

organization's mail records and email correspondence. Approaching messages are changed over to

help tickets enabling you to effectively manage, sort out and archive all messaged help demands in

one place.

Directing Incoming Emails :

Setting up your framework to acknowledge messages fluctuates from framework to framework and

relies upon your own preferences. osTicket as of now bolsters piping (aliases) and POP3/IMAP

surveying strategies for routing approaching messages. Tickets are routing to the office and

assigned a default priority related with the email.

To empower incoming email fetching, in the Admin board go to Settings and Email, and browse

the crate for Email Fetching to enable it. It is disabled by default.
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Site Pages :

This is where you choose the layout your User will see for common pages.

Landing Page: Displays the front page of the website.

Offline Page: Displayed when helpdesk is offline.

Default Thank-You Page: Displayed to the User when user submit a new ticket.
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Logo Changing :

Admin Panel > Settings > Company

The logo might be a picture in a .gif, .jpg, or .png position.It is prescribed that the picture be

estimated near the default picture size (817px x 170px). When the logo has been chosen, click on

"Spare Changes" at the base of the page to begin the upload procedure.
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Tickets Settings :

Admin Panel > Settings > Tickets
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MODULES

1. Creation of Agents :

>Admin Panel > Agents > Agents > Create new agent

By entering into create new agents , fill profile of agent by providing required filleds like

Name,Email,Set password for the agent by providing username.Then Access for certain works will

be given based on their requirement.

2. Creation of Team:

>Admin Panel > Agents > Departments > Add new Department

a. >Add new Department >Settings

In settings name of the department ,selection of type, manager of the department, Outgoing mail

and some other options will be given.
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b. >Add new Department >Access

In access page, different authentication options will be given and members of the department will

be given.

3. Creation of Roles:

>Admin Panel > Agents > Roles> Add new Role

a. >Add new Role >Definition

In settings name of the Role will be given.

b.>Add new Role > Permissions

In access page, different authentication options will be given.
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4. Creation of Teams :

>Admin Panel > Agents > Team> Add new team

a. >Add new Team >Team

In Team page, name of the team,Status,Team Lead,Assignment alert options will be provided.

b. >Add new Members > Members

In Members page , members will be adding into the team.
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5. Creation of Users :

>Admin Panel > Users > User Directory

>User Directory > Add User

In add User, users will be added with their name, mail id and passwords will be provided and then

password reset mail will be sent to Users.
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>User Directory > Import

In import , files will be imported.
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Dashboard :

>Admin Panel >Dashboard

a. Dashboard:

In dashboard,ticket activities graph of a agent will be provided.In the graph closed and opened

tickets range will be provided.

b. Agent Directory :

In agents directory all the details of an agent will be provided. We can filter agents based on their

departments.
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c. Profile:

Here profile of the agent will be given, agent can fill his/her profile. Account,Preferences,Signature

are the different pages present in the profile of Agent.
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Tickets :

>Admin Panel >Tickets

In tickets page,agent can view their tickets and can respond to them.

Default Ticket Number Format: This is used to generating the ticket numbers. We need to use

hash signs (#) where digits are to be placed. Any other text in the number format will be preserved.

For example, for six-digit numbers, use ######.

Default Ticket Number Sequence:We need to Choose Random or Sequential number tickets.

To create new sequences, click on the Manage button to the far right of the field.
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Ticket Types :

Opened :

Tickets that were initially opened having the Department or Help Topic on the ticket. At the point

when a ticket is created, the ticket will be added to Opened. For the Agents tab, the Opened section

reports what number of tickets an operator has physically opened in the interest of a User.

Assigned :

Tickets that have been assigned to either an Agent or a Team while additionally being in the

Department or Help Topic recorded in the section, or tickets that were allocated to the Agent

recorded in the segment, inside the time allotment picked. The number reflects tickets that are

physically allotted to agents or groups, tickets appointed from ticket channels, tickets allocated

dependent on help topics, and tickets relegated dependent on client organizations.

Overdue :

Tickets that have been checked 'Overdue' by the framework while having the Department, Help

Topic, or Agent on the ticket also, inside the time period picked. Tickets are checked Overdue

when they have violated the SLA Plan to which they belonged, making them have a status of

'Open' past their Due Date.

Closed :

The number of Tickets in the Department that are currently in the Closed status while having the

Department, Help Topic, or Agent on that ticket, inside the time period picked. In the event that the

ticket is reopened, the number of closed tickets decreased by 1 and the quantity of Reopened tickets

for the department increments by 1.

Reopened :

The total number of times a ticket was Reopened while having the Department, Help Topic, or

Agent recorded for the ticket inside the time span picked. If the Closed Ticket's status is

changed from Closed to Open, a thing is added to Reopened and removed from Closed
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Role Permissions in Tickets:

Dean

Office Of

Dean

Associate

Profficer-1

Associate

Profficer-1

Create

Edit

Assign

Transfer

Reply

Close

Delete

Thread
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Roles Explanation :

1. Create : Ability to create tickets to reduce duplication.

2. Edit : Ability to edit tickets which are assigned to them.

3. Assign : Ability to assign tickets to other agents.

4. Transfer : Ability to transfer tickets to other department members.

5. Reply : Ability to give reply for assigned tickets.

6.Close : Ability to close tickets after solving the issue and also ability to close tickets which

can’t be solved.

7.Delete :Ability to delete ticket.

8.Thread :Ability to change thread items of other agents.
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Users :

Login Page -

From here user can login to student issue portal to post their issues as tickets.

After login user can see his/her profile and able to check whether the tickets that were posted

are solved or not.And also able to post new issues as tickets.

Tickets that were create before can be viewed and the status of the tickets can be

viewed.Students can search their tickets by ticket numbers and view them.

Students can fill their details by going to profile page.Password reset option will be their in

profile page and a reset mail will be sent to their mails which were given in the profile.

While login ,forget password option will be available on login page. By clicking that option,

it will ask our mail id or username and then a password reset link will be sent to users mail.

By filling that link they can reset the password.Password must contain more than 8 characters.
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User created Tickets -

Creating new issue -
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Checking ticket status -
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WORK FLOW
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Work flow Process :

Three type are role are created -

1. Dean

2. Dean office

3. Associate professors

Departments are created -

1. Academics.

2. Student Affairs.

Agents are created for every department -

1. Dean

2. Office of dean

3. Associate Professor -1

4. Associate Professor -2

Help Topics -

1. Academics

2. Student Affairs

Teams -

1. Academics Team

2. Student Affairs Team
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Hostel Ticketing System

OBJECTIVE

The target of the Hostel Ticketing System is to get digitized; decrease upkeep of records to talk about

different personal problems faced in hostel as well as common problems that are faced by hostellers

can be discussed.

INTRODUCTION

We have realized that normally in the hostel the board keep up a book to record issues or problems of

the students who are living in hostel, yet they need to hold up until it is seen by somebody and settled

by the specific approved individual and it get couple of days to get the issue solved .So the utilization

of Hostel ticketing application will maintain a strategic distance from the such situation and be all the

more faster in taking care of the issues. It is progressively adaptable in light of the fact that the

application has every one of the general population included, for example, Admin ,

superintendents ,individuals managing power or electrical machines , plumbing issues etc., so the

students can legitimately post their issue and the issue will be advised straightforwardly to the relating

individuals who are managing it .By this when the problems are getting legitimately informed it makes

their work increasingly simpler and the issue can be a lot sooner than the typical time .

Apps for smartphones offer great value to consumers, designers and businesses. The early smartphones

like Simon, the first smartphone introduced by IBM (International Business Machines) in the early

1990s, came with built-in apps.

For many developers, the launch of App Store, a common place to publish iPhone Operating System

software, was great news in 2008. Google pursued this noble idea by later developing Android Market

embedded in Google Play, which opened doors for developers and businesses to relatively easily access

smartphone users.

Mobile platforms offer development environment, tools and software components that are linked to

each platform in addition to exclusive application stores.
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To optimize their audience, developers and companies are required to produce mobile applications

customized to each platform. Cross-platform development frameworks were designed to facilitate the

creation of mobile apps from a single codebase to multiple platforms. Such approaches face various

challenges as the underlying frameworks differ greatly in functionality, design and implementation.

Android and iPhone Operating System were the main targets for cross-platform solutions as the largest

mobile platform.

Google introduced Flutter as a portable UI toolkit designed to support the development of cross-

platform applications. The framework aims to compete with native and cross-platform solutions by

providing its own set of interface components, rendering mechanism, and rapid development cycle.

2) AVAILABLE SOLUTIONS

2.1 Native development

Android supports Java programming languages with its own interface elements and layout techniques

along with several IDEs (Integrated Development Environment) for app development. On the other

hand, iPhone Operating System requires applications to be written using Objective C and/or Swift

programming languages using Apple's interface elements and layout techniques within the Xcode IDE.

The interfaces display proprietary high-level APIs (Application Program Interface) used to execute user

interface, I / O operations (Input Output) and other functions. The result is a personalized look and feel

of applications on each platform that has become the majority of users

2.2 Cross-platform

Cross-platform solutions are aimed at minimizing the size, time and resources of development teams

over native development. The other main reason is what motivates developers and businesses in the

first place to make these applications; it is an extension to their existing websites. Most businesses and
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start-ups are expanding their product or service to mobile applications due to increased traffic on their

websites from mobile platforms.

Web developers usually prefer cross-platform solutions because most of these solutions use web

technologies on mobile platforms. One codebase, hence the single application development team

Because of the far-reaching differences between platforms such as the iPhone operating system and

Android, and the speed at which these platforms grow and evolve, it is challenging and perhaps

impossible to create cross-platform solution without compromise. There is plenty to unify from

different programming languages to rendering techniques to achieve a cross-platform application that is

not counterproductive in the long run.

2.3 Advantages of cross-platform solutions

For various mobile platforms, browser-based solutions and React-Native bridging solutions allow

developers to share a single codebase. Web developers can also use their web technology expertise to

create mobile applications.

To deploy HTML, CSS and JavaScript bug fixes and updates, some cross-platform solutions do not

need to pass App Store or Google Play approval.

2.4 Cross-platform solutions limitations

Different cross-platform solutions have different limitations associated with their approach to unifying

mobile platform variances. Due to the wide disparity between web interface components and what is

provided natively on mobile platforms, browser-based solutions frequently fail to achieve the look and

feel of native applications.

On the contrary, React Native's bridge solution does not suffer from this, at least not to the same extent

that its underlying interface consists of native components.

Nonetheless, the approach requires developers from React Native to follow the periodic evolution on

each platform of native components. Therefore, as the development team has pointed out, some React
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Native projects are found to have more unshared platform-specific implementations in the long run. In

those cases, the result is a counterproductive project that is more difficult to maintain as the source

code is consisted of lesser shared code in JavaScript and more growing exclusive native

implementations in Objective C (or Swift) and Java for iPhone Operating System and Android

platforms respectively.

TECHNOLOGIES USED FOR DEVELOPING THEAPPLICATION

3) FLUTTER

Google defines Flutter as a portable UI toolkit to create beautiful, native-compiled mobile, web and

desktop applications from a single codebase. Tim Sneath, Google's Group product manager, describes it

similarly as "a versatile open-ended UI toolkit". The built-in support is currently available on mobile

devices for iPhone Operating System and android.

In the most radical way, Flutter approaches the development of cross-platform applications. It provides

its own set of interface objects, rendering, and engine implementing the animation, graphics, folder,

and I / O network of flutter among the many other core libraries.

A flutter project is compiled to the native platform architecture in Dart programming language and

AOT (Ahead-of-time), thus achieving uncompromised speed.

At the top level, flutter provides widgets consisting of many widgets to make the most commonly used

interface objects on iPhone Operating System and Android platforms. Because flutter follows an open

and layered architecture, developers at any level of the layered architecture can make their own widgets

composing other widgets. In fact, that is how the Flutter team made the existing high-level widgets and

there is no barrier from the framework for developers to do the same. This customization flexibility is

unmatched by UI toolkits from either iPhone Operating System or Android with hierarchical

implementations and limited access levels.

A short summary of how Flutter compares browser-based solutions and React Native can be as follows:

 Browser-based solutions use the platform's Web View to render HTML and CSS.
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 React Native uses the platform's native components via its bridge.

 Flutter makes its own user interface accessible on its own canvas and transfers it to its own

platform-based engine.

3.1 Dart

The Flutter group did not take lightly the option of a programming language for the project. JavaScript

was the first choice and hundreds of other programming languages were considered before the group

decided on Dart, a programming language originally designed for web development, according to Eric

Seidel (lead of the Flutter team in Google).

When selecting a programming language for the project, the key evaluation criteria were the needs of

the author, developers and end users.

Flutter has a hot reload feature that allows developers to see improvements on simulators and emulators

without re-running the program. This is a result of Dart VM (Virtual Machine) and its different

operation modes for debug and release builds.

Dart VM in debug mode is capable of operating in JIT (Just-in-time) compilation mode dynamically

loading and compiling Dart source code to facilitate hot reload, debugging and other features to

enhance fast development cycle.

In release mode, Dart VM operates in the traditional sense as a runtime library rather than a virtual

machine. The Dart source code is compiled AOT (Ahead of Time) and the Dart VM is used as runtime

to execute pre-compiled machine code with fast garbage collection, dynamic method search and more

runtime supports.

Some of Dart's critical strengths are:

 Type-safe, thus avoiding disastrous developer errors

 Supports AOT and JIT compilation, making it ideal for hot-reloading
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 Faster than JavaScript.

.

Dart is not the only language that meets these needs. The Flutter team was able to work closely with

Google's Dart team, making it a convenient choice for the language. Instead of relying on a rigid mark-

up system, Dart allowed the creation of interface objects dynamically in code. As a result, Flutter

makes it relatively easier to build custom interfaces. The ability of Dart to assign objects and perform

activated garbage collection plays a major role in achieving 60 fps even for complex animations.

3.2 UI Framework

Layer Flutter's top layer is its layer for the Dart UI. This layer contains themes (widgets), widgets,

rendering, and the last layer called dart user interface that handles communication down to the flutter

engine. The bottom layer, dart UI, acts as a base for the library of rendering and Widgets and is further

explored.

3.2.1 Themes

The platform contains Cupertino (for iPhone Operating System) and Material (for android) packages

already developed. Such packages contain specific theme or platform-specific interface components,

colours and gesture behaviours as these themes are designed to resemble interfaces from iPhone

Operating System and Android. Thus, in concept, dynamic setting can be implemented to switch

between Android and iPhone Operating System themes on a Flutter app regardless of the actual

platform on which the application is running.

3.2.2 Widgets

Widgets are the key components of this application and the only interface elements. The widget

definition is not familiar for developers of either Android or iPhone Operating System. The term packs

far more than the widgets recognized in Android, for example. The documentation of the Flutter

describes it as "the way you declare and create UI".
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These are unchangeable representations of all aspects of what is actually depicted on the canvas,

including its nature, content and location.

3.2.3 Rendering

In the pipeline of Flutter, the model, paint and composite handling layer is easily rendered. Through

avoiding complex architecture requiring complicated calculations in favour of much deeper widget

trees and relatively modest algorithms, the rendering of Flutter shows that simple is fast and versatile.

Compared to the typical complex models used in other systems, it uses very simple box constraint

design. UI Kit (of iPhone Operating System), for example, uses a linear restriction template with a

general-purpose restriction solver.

3.2.4 Dart: UI

This UI system layer is placed between the rendering of Flutter and the C / C++ engine. This contains

courses like Canvas, Paint, and Text Box. This lays the foundation for the creation of objects from the

Graphic User Interface. It is possible to make applications and UI libraries at this level. This is, in

essence, what the Flutter team has done to help the web platform.

Most apps that target either iPhone Operating System or Android platforms are built on top of the UI

framework layer at the higher level. App developers don't have to interact directly with this low-level

implementation.

3.3 Engine

Under the Dart UI system, the engine is a lightweight runtime hosting applications for fluttering. It

includes Dart runtime, Skia (C++-written open source 2D graphics library), I / O file and network,

support for accessibility, and other core libraries.

This thin layer written in C and C++ has been compiled with LLVM on the iPhone Operating System

and Android NDK (Native Development Kit). Both platforms compile the Dart UI framework and

source application code to ARM libraries and are delegated to process event loop, rendering, and other

tasks. This implementation of the game-like engine gives fluid user experience regardless of the

platform.
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The engine of Flutter is an agnostic window toolkit; its API (written in C) has no particular

dependencies on the framework and can be found on GitHub. Having an engine that does not depend

on the underlying platform enables custom embedding to be created for platforms that are not

supported from the box. There are open source libraries that use it to provide support for the Flutter

application for Windows, macOS, and Linux.

3.4 Platform Channels

Enabling application code to communicate directly with native APIs is one of the key challenges facing

cross-platform solutions. In addition to drawing on screen and processing user interactions,

applications sometimes need to reach native APIs whether they are accessing sensors, camera, GPS

(Global Positioning System), etc., or handling deep links, notifications, lifecycle apps and much more.

A naive solution would be to wrap in a cross-platform development framework all anticipated

interactions with native APIs. However, due to the rapid evolution of native APIs, this would require

continuous maintenance.

The software of Flutter is housed within the standard portion of the platform. In the case of iPhone

Operating System, flutter View Controller, a UI View Controller example, is added to the launch

window. It is easy to execute native code before or after the Flutter interface is introduced. The

different application projects (e.g.,.xcodeproj file in iPhone Operating System) are accessible within the

project framework of Flutter and can be accessed using the IDE (Integrated Development Environment)

associated with them.

In the platform project, platform-specific tasks that do not require a Dart API can be implemented

native to strictly native projects. On the other hand, in cases where a specific Dart API is needed for

native APIs, it is possible to use Flutter channels in a conceptually similar manner to the React Native

Bridge.

Flutter channels are used within the Flutter framework to access specific platform code. Developers are

responsible in two steps for selectively exposing the native APIs they need.

 Define the Dart API that sends messages to the service. Dart package platform.
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 Expose the native API using Flutter's native FlutterMethodChannel on each platform.

4) SDK development

The acronym, SDK, is linked to the Android SDK and the iOS SDK used to make platform application

s for most mobile application developers.

As the unabbreviated name embraces, SDK is a set of packaged software components to help

developers use a particular system or service. For example, the Firebase SDK helps developers access

Firebase services such as authentication and remote database (27) easily. A company called Stripe has

mobile SDKs for various platforms that offer a set of UI components and tools to help developers

relatively easily integrate Apple pay and credit card payment systems (28). There are many examples of

such services offering end-user SDKs; app developers.

Unlike application development, SDK development allows computer modules to be designed and

implemented that can be incorporated into many applications irrespective of project structure of

applications and other domain-specific assumptions.

It is understandable that React Native requires developers to integrate these SDKs separately for each

platform. After all, under the hood, it is international and there is no difference as compared to doing

the same on local ventures.

Platform SDKs which, among other tools, provide UI components are less straightforward to integrate

with Flutter applications. By introducing separate dedicated SDKs for Flutter, SDK developers will

increase the popularity of their app. From SDK authors ' viewpoint, Flutter is another platform and

developers need to additionally incorporate their SDKs. Providers may find it easy for SDKs requiring

native APIs to incorporate Dart API as templates or integration instructions along with the native

implementations.

5) Building Flutter SDKs

As the number of Flutter applications on production increases, SDK providers will need to consider the

most optimized and efficient way of supporting these applications. Through offering templates and

command line tools that can be used to easily create SDKs for Flutter applications, the Flutter team and

community on the other hand will support the effort.
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5.1 Flutter project structure

Flutter has a strict structure for the project. Create the flutter command generates a small sample code

start project. The latest versions of IDEs such as Android Studio, IntelliJ and Visual Studio Code have

plug-ins to be installed for the development of Flutter apps. These IDEs with Flutter plug-ins provide a

GUI to create a starting project.

Flutter projects created by these fast tools come with a heavily-pinioned project structure that makes

flutter the application centre. This structure is integral to properly executing application code, so it is

rather unpleasant to attempt to modify and customize the project structure.

In addition to the luck of ease for SDK developers, this robust structure makes it less easy to

incorporate Flutter into existing iPhone Operating System and Android applications.

A conventional method of adopting new technologies is to incorporate and check existing solutions

before full replacement benefits are proven. This also gives developers the time to get to know the ins

and outs of the software.

Recent efforts have been made to simplify the incorporation of the Flutter application into existing

projects for Android and iPhone Operating System. This initiative currently underway will allow
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developers to deploy their new features easily in Flutter while slowly migrating their existing native

applications.

5.2 Git sub module

The Git sub module is a handy tool to help integrate the Flutter platform with existing iPhone

Operating System and Android applications.

The control of local dependencies is one of the simplest techniques. It has a simple command to add

repositories as a dependency, git sub modules add. The git sub module update— reboot— recursive

command updates current sub modules to recent commitments and initializes missing sub modules.

In addition to the framework, Flutter applications include iPhone Operating System and Android

source code, as well as other generated files. With the inclusion of iPhone Operating System and

Android repositories as sub modules of the Flutter database, Git sub modules can be used to divide

these into three repositories.

Flutter project structure makes the following assumptions:

 Application folder names for iPhone Operating System and Android projects are' iPhone

Operating System' and' android' respectively

 The main android module is called' app' and the iPhone Operating System runner project is

called' Runner.xcodeproj'

In order to match these assumptions, it is necessary to rename existing projects appropriately. Because

of the immaturity of Flutter's current version, other project-specific construction settings that need to be

modified for successful integration are likely to break in upcoming releases of Flutter.

When Flutter is integrated into an existing project, the next step is to view the first Flutter Graphic User

Interface. In Android projects, Flutter allows the Application class to extend Flutter Application and

App Delegate to comply with the Flutter App Delegate protocol in iPhone Operating System projects.

5.3 Flutter Attach

Flutter Attach is an open source project currently working to improve the incorporation of Flutter into

existing projects such as iPhone Operating System, Android and Xamarin (31). The project aims to

simplify the attachment as modules of the Flutter model system for existing projects.

This approach relies heavily on the existing structure of the iPhone Operating System and Android

campaign. For example, the first version is designed to comply with a Xcode 10.0 created iPhone

Operating System project structure. Developers and maintainers therefore need to constantly keep up
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with changes in the project structure resulting from IDE updates.

6) Android Studio

Android Studio is the official Integrated Development Environment (IDE) for the development of

Android apps based on IntelliJ IDEA. In addition to the powerful software editor and developer tools

from IntelliJ, Android Studio provides even more features that improve the productivity when creating

Android apps.

6.1 Android Architecture

Android operating system is a loosely divided stack of software components into five parts and four

main layers.

6.1.1 Linux kernel

Linux-Linux 3.6 with about 115 patches is at the bottom of the layers. It offers an abstraction level

between computer hardware and includes all the necessary hardware drivers such as screen, keypad,

monitor, etc. The kernel also handles all the things that Linux is really good at, such as networking

and a vast array of device drivers that take the pain out of peripheral hardware interfacing.

6.1.2 Libraries

In addition to the Linux kernel, there are a range of libraries, including open-source Web browser

engine Web Kit, well-known library, SQLite server, a useful repository for storing and exchanging

application data, audio and video playback and recording libraries, Internet security libraries, etc.

6.1.3 Android Runtime

This is the architecture's third section and is available from the bottom on the second layer. This

section provides a key component called Dalvik Virtual Machine that is specifically designed and

optimized for Android as a kind of Java Virtual Machine.

The DVM uses core features of Linux such as memory management and multi-threading, which is

inherent in the Java language. With its own instance of the DVM, the DVM allows each Android

application to run its own process.

The Android runtime also provides a set of core libraries that allow developers of Android apps to

write Android apps using standard Java programming language.

6.1.4 Application Framework

The Application Framework layer provides applications in the form of Java classes with many

higher-level services. Application developers are allowed in their applications to make use of these

resources.

The Android framework contains the following key services

 Activity Manager − Controls all aspects of the lifecycle and activity stack of the application.
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 Resource Manager − Provides access to non-code embedded tools including strings, colour

settings, and designs of the user interface.

 Notifications Manager-Allows client updates and notifications to be viewed by applications.

6.2 Application Components

Components of the software are the basic building blocks of an Android app. These components are

loosely coupled with the AndroidManifest.xml application manifest file, which describes each

application component and how it interacts.

There are four main components in an Android application that can be used:

6.2.1 Activities

An activity represents a single screen with a user interface, and in-short Activity performs on screen

actions. For example, an email application may have one activity displaying a list of new emails,

another activity writing an email, and another activity reading emails. If an application has more than

one activity, then one activity that is identified when the application is launched should be labelled as

the activity.

6.2.2 Services

A service is an element conducting long-running operations in the background. For example, while

the user is in a different application, a system may play music in the background, or it may collect

data over the network without preventing user interaction with an operation.

6.2.3 Broadcast Receivers

Transmitted Receivers simply respond to other applications or machine messages being broadcast.

For example, applications can also initiate broadcasts to let other applications know that some data

has been downloaded to the device and is available for use, so this is the broadcast receiver who will

intercept this communication and initiate appropriate action.

6.2.4 Content Providers

A part of the content provider provides data on request from one application to others. The Content

Resolver class methods manage these applications. The data can be stored directly in the file system,

in the server, or elsewhere.

A service provider is introduced as a Content Provider class subclass and must enforce a standard set

of APIs that allow transactions for other applications.

7) Firebase

Firebase is a technology that allows you to make web applications with no server-side programming so

that development turns out to be quicker and easier. It supports the web, iPhone Operating System, OS

X, and Android clients. Applications using Firebase can just utilize and control information, without

thinking about how information would put away, and synchronized crosswise over different examples
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of the application in real time. With Firebase do not need to stress over-provisioning servers or building

RESTAPIs with just a little bit of configuration; you can allow Firebase to make a chance to take every

necessary step: storing data, verifying users, and implementing access rules.

Firebase is a Backend-as-a-Service (BaaS) that started as YC11 start up and grew up into a next-

generation app-development platform on Google Cloud Platform. Firebase is your server, your API and

your data store, all written so generically that you can modify it to suit most needs.

7.1 Services

7.1.1 Firebase Analytics

Firebase Analytics is a costfree solution for measuring apps that provides insight into use of devices an

d user engagement.

7.1.2 Firebase Cloud Messaging

Firebase Cloud Messaging (FCM), formerly known as Google Cloud Messaging (GCM), is a cross-

platform messaging and notification solution for Android, iPhone Operating System, and web

applications that can be used at no cost as of 2016.

7.1.3 Firebase Authentication

Firebase Authentication is software that can use only client-side code to authenticate users. It supports

Facebook, GitHub, Twitter and Google (and Google Play Games) online login providers. It also

provides a user management system allowing user authentication with Firebase stored email and

password access.

7.1.4 Firebase Storage

Firebase Platform provides secure uploads and downloads of files for Firebase apps regardless of the q

uality of the network. It may be used by the developer to store images, audio, video, or other content cr

eated by the user. Google Cloud Server supports Firebase Storage.

8) IMPLEMENTATION

8.1 FLOW DIAGARM:
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9) DESCRIPTION OFMODULES:

This app is developed for the usage of two modules they are:
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9.1 User Module

9.1.1 Sign up/Sign In View:

This mainly contains only login page rather than sign up page because all the students present in hostel

will be carrying their college id’s . Their id’s will their username and same password will be

distributed to all the students initially and once they login have a option to change their password so

that their account is password protected .All this assigning and retrieving of data is entirely done on

firebase.

9.1.2 Navigation Bar:

The Navigation bar will have the contents such as profile information , problems that are unresolved

and resolved , feedback and logout .

9.1.3 Home Page:

Home page is the first page that appears after the logging into the application. In the same screen we

have navigation view. In this screen, we have around 4-5 image options(sliding buttons) which have

their own definition as follows:

 Post a Problem:

This helps the student’s who lives in particular hostel to post their different categories of

problems like food ,electricity, plumber, cleaning, etc.. faced b them in their hostel and also it

helps in reporting the problem to the maintenance team of the hostel to indicate them to resolve

the problem.

 Unresolved Problem:

This helps the users of hostel i.e. both wardens and students to know the list of problems which

are not resolved .It displays the category of the problem , room no, student name, time of

posting, problem description. Once the problem is resolved users have an option to

push their unresolved problem to resolved problems.
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 Resolved Problem:

This helps the users of hostel i.e. both wardens and students to know the list of problems which

are resolved .It displays the category of the problem , room no, student name, time of posting,

problem description. Once it resolved user will have a chance to give the feedback of their work.

 Feedback:

This helps the users to give their opinion on the food or the work done on their resolved

problems and on many other.

 It also maintains some other like profile, change password, etc….

9.2 Admin Module

9.2.1 Sign up/Sign In Module:

This mainly contains only login page rather than sign up page because all the wardens present in hostel

will be carrying their unique identification number. Their unique number will their username and some

password will be distributed to all the wardens initially and once they login have a option to change

their password so that their account is password protected .All this assigning and retrieving of data is

entirely done on firebase.

9.2.2 Problems View:

This mainly maintains a list of problems posted by the various students and each problem will be

contained with the category of the problem and their identification number and room no and

description of the problem. Along with these there will iteration of a button to indicate the status of the

problem whether it is solved or not. So warden after completing certain problems in their page will be

updated to users through the button available.
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10) RESULTS
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Conclusion :

By using ticketing systems we did this project where we got solution for our problem

statement.Using this project student can solve their issues by assigning them to particular

faculty.We chosen OsTicket for our project as it suits for solving our problem statement.And we

made this project in convenient way to post issues by students.
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